
Conclusions and final discussion session of the course- NASE 2012 – 

Uruguay 

 

The final session of conclusions developed in a cordial atmosphere, after intense activity during 

the week. 

Teachers began with the describing of various activities taking place in Uruguay and in particular 

spoke of the case of games that will be distributed in schools "mec" that repartirían to schools, 

"galiloscopios" which were distributed to over  30 schools in Uruguay during IYA2009 and one 

participant commented one poster where appeared the location of the teaching of astronomy and 

space education curriculum in Uruguay, a country in which: from introductory and elementary 

have astronomy as a compulsory subject since 2008 . Prior to 2008, astronomy was part of 

geography or natural sciences. 

 

A significant contribution to support astronomy curriculum, it provides the portal educates Ceibal 

and Uruguay, which keeps all school teachers "interconnected". 

 

In the secondary, although currently only dedicated weekly 2hs astronomy teaching (in the past 

were 3hrs) appears this subject as mandatory since 1889, with the advantage that each institution, 

or most of them, more 30, participants say, has instruments for astronomical observation. These 

institutions in the provinces, constitute  as referents on astronomy issues  to the general public. 

 

Currently, astronomy is advancing in the non-formal education to be part of the instruction of 

older adults. They also play a major role, the Museum of Science and Planetarium. 

 

When asked about the weaknesses of the education system in your country, course participants 

raised no, although teachers instructors detect the same drawbacks as other countries: lack of 

interest in students about scientific issues and few students at the races with this profile, which 

explains the small number of professional astronomers in Uruguay. 

 

Another thing to keep in mind is that do not have quantitative results of the implementation of 

this subject in the primary school, perhaps because it has not yet completed a cycle. In high 

school, commented on results of the PISA, but astronomy is present in these assessments is 

elemental. 



Among those attending were "contendistas" that keep the computer portals, especially with 

activities related to natural sciences. All requested authorization for NASE activities on these web 

sites because they are considered appropriate and interesting. 

Regarding NASE course, teachers reported being satisfied. One teacher summed up the 

characteristics of the course, according to his vision, as follows, which can serve as sintisis of 

personal opinion of the participants: 

 

“The course must be analyzed from the disciplinary, methodological and logistics. 

From the discipline, is interesting. Despite being predetermined content, is open to the personal 

contribution of trainers and teachers to replicate the workshops, as well as the exchange of 

experiences with the participants. 

From a methodological, is purely behavioral, determined times to achieve the goals, but not 

closed to new ideas and it shows when making contributions during development. 

From logistics, conveys enthusiasm, evidenced a wide class preparation, course management tools 

and is based on personal experimentation of each activity. 

These three areas were achieved in full ". 


